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Miller renovations Autumn
cause stir on campus festivals
combine
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NEWS STAFF

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Moving into its third century,
the College continues to confront
a variety of issues in the hopes of
becoming more diverse and improving the academic and social
atmosphere on campus.
Student Government Association co-Presidents Wayne Kim ' 14
and Cole Yaverbaum *14 outlined
their goals for the year and President William "Bro" Adams discussed important developments
and plans for the College going
forward during the State of the
College.
Kim and Yaverbaum explained
that promoting a better understanding of diversity on campus will be
one of their main goals for the year.
Kim noted that he did not always
feel comfortable as a student at the
College: "Halfway through my
sophomore year I considered transferring." Kim said that because of
the support he received from the
campus community, he decided to
stay, but he understands that some
students don't feel the same sense
of support.
In addition to promoting discussions of diversity, Kim and Yaverbaum intend to bring up the issue
of student accountability. They beSee ADDRESS, Page 2

This year, the annual Hill 'n
the Ville festival will be combined with Waterville's Harvest Fest to create a new community event for students and
Waterville residents.
Hill 'n the Ville was a music festival hosted by the College that featured various
bands in a concert-like atmosphere. Many students have
fond memories of the annual
concert. "It was awesome, I'd
be listening to great music
and I'd look around and see
all of my fellow classmates,"
ANGEUCA CfimtS/THE COLBY ECHO
Thomas Gregston '16 said.
The f irst phase of Miller Library renovations has students, faculty and staff " alike voicing strong opinions.
Although some loved Hill 'n
about the new Miller Library is cally reflects the wonderful, long- the Ville , attendance for the
By CARU JAFF
the fact that many of the books standing tradition of active, pro- event was low. The music fesNEWS STAFF
have been moved to an off-cam- ductive, published scholarship tival was held on Loudness
pus storage space. "The 'new in which Colby faculty earnestly weekend—a weekend when
The recent renovation to Miller Miller ' strikes me as cold, sterile, participate and which we teach most students are already busy
Library has caused a stir among and cavernous. It appears com- our students to value as well!"
without the added option of a
the Colby community. Faculty, pletely devoid... of the most faProfessors are also concerned music festival in town.
staff and students alike have ex- miliar and tangible evidence of with the fact that students may
This year will be different.
pressed strong opinions about scholarly accomplishment that now have to go out of their way In place of Hill *n the Ville will
the redecoration and new layout one can imagine: books and jour- to obtain books, especially since be a new and improved Harvest
of the study space. While some nals," Elizabeth Leonard, History the College disposed of many Fest, which will occur on Sundo have positive opinions, many DepartmentChair and John J. and books when renovating. An anon- day, Oct. 6. "[We're] looking
members of the Colby commu- Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of ymous professor said via email, for a chance to interact with
nity have communicated negative History, said in an email.
"There is a student doing her Se- ! the community and interact at
feelings regarding the first phase
She continued, "How ironic nior Scholar project in English a whole new level with getting
in library renovations.
that the heart of the campus—our
See HILL 'N THE VILLE. Page 3
See POLAR VIEWS, Page 2
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One of the main complaints main library—no longer physi-

SGA discusses vandalism policy
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS EDITOR

During the Student Government Association 's (SGA) second meeting of the semester
on Sept. 22, the major topic of
discussion was the proposed*

change to the residence hall
vandalism policy.
The current policy organizes residence hall damage by
residential building. Sturtevant
Dorm President Jacob Kar.de!
' 16 offered an amendment to his
initial proposal from last year
which would have resulted in all
students paying an equal share
in the sum of residence hall vandalism charges. The amendment
he offered at the most recent
SGA meeting would have made
students living in Chem Free
housing exempt from paying
an even share of the sum vandalism costs and would instead
make them responsible onl y for
their own dorm.
After discussing the inclu-

sion of quiet housing and of all
specialty housing options in the
exemption, SGA voted against
the proposal. Several SGA mem-

After discussing
the inclusion of
quiet housing
and of all
specialty
housing
options in the
exemption,
SGA voted
against the
proposal .
bers including co-President Cole
Yaverbaum *I4 noted the importance of the conversation and
encouraged the dialogue to continue despite the proposal's lack
of success thus far.

The next order of business
was a new club proposal. SGA
unanimously approved the creation of the Colby Triathlon
Club. Club participants will talk
about training, go on bike rides
and runs together and will compete at other schools. The club is
also hoping to organize an interNESCAC triathlon.
SGA also unanimousl y voted
to support the Colby United Project. The project works to educate
participants on multicultural issues and to give them the tools
to be effective allies in instances
of discrimination. Multicultural
Affairs Fellow Shane Rogers ' 1S
said SGA's role would be to help
with advertising and spread the
word via dorm presidents. Rogers also stressed the important
weight that SGA's ideological
support carries.
Williams
Dorm
President Tim Gallagher '16 was
awarded dorm president of the
See SGA CONVENES, Page 3
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Campus ' polar
viewsof Miller
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who is doing original research
using Victorian periodicals the
library used to own. In order to
make more 'student study space,'
the library threw them out." The
professor continued , "Colby now
pays money for this student to
travel to Bowdoin to do her ori ginal research there—because we
got rid of ours. This is a humiliating circumstance for those of us
who are loyal to Colby—Colby
is now dependent on Bowdoin:
a college that understands the
functions a library actually must
serve... Functionall y speaking,
we no longer have a library."
In addition to protesting the
absence of books, many students
feel as if their stud y space has
been compromised. A student
from the Class of 2016 said , "As
a student who studies dail y at
Miller . I am very disappointed
b> the renovation. Its predominant study areas arc now large
tables... There arc now so few
cubicles that every time I go into
the library in the evening I struggle to find an empty one and am
much more distracted... Thank
you for taking away my study
space, Colby."
"1 despise the new format of
the library. [ miss the cubicles
and the private study spaces the
2nd floor used to offer. As a student of higher learning, I should
also be able to walk into my campus library and peruse books for
reference or enjoyment; however,
there are not too many books left
in Miller Library. The renovations are a shame," Michael Loginoff ' 16 said.
Many members of the Colby
community are also confused
as to the quiet versus non-quiet
rules of the library since the
renovation. Faculty who work
in the library want to make clear
that the first floor has not been
deemed "quiel " Maril yn R. Pukkila , SRS Librarian for Social
Sciences &. Humanities , said in
an email , "There is no truth to the
rumor I' ve heard that 'the library '

has decreed that the first floor is
now a silent floor. In fact, we're
ail wondering why it has been so
quiet! I keep waiting to hear students talking, etc., but other than
one afternoon , I haven 't noticed
much conversation at all. It 's not
something we planned!"
While many are upset with
the "New Miller," faculty members and administrators want to
make it clear that this is not the
final product. "It is important to
remember that the renovation has
several phases—and that the full
promise of the renovation will
come to fullest expression when
all the phases are completed.
There will be challenges throughout the renovation for both students and faculty, but our hope is
that the end result will be worth
those challenges ," Assistant
Dean of Faculty for Academic
Development Jim Sloat said.
"Finall y, it 's important to remember that this is Phase One.
There will be more renovation
in the summer of 2014 , which
will restore the old reading room ,
a beautiful space that is much
loved by alums. It will also improve the library entrance considerably; no more stumbling into
dark stairwells!" Pukkila added.
Senior Associate Dean of Students and Director of Campus
Life Jed Wartman says the additions to Miller are a positive
contribution. "My understanding is that one critical element
of the Miller renovation is the
creation of more group work
space, which I think has great potential. Students are each other 's
friends, teammates, roommates,
classmates, teachers and much
more. Creating campus space
that invites students to share in
each other 's learning will further
enliven and enrich the individual
student experience and the Colby
community," Wartman said.
While there is much disagreement on campus about the library renovations , administrators
stressed that the changes will not
be comp lete until next fall and
that they believe the end result
will he positive.

Stat e of the College address
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lieve that along with accountability
comes the need for a change in culture that promotes greater respect
for each other. "Accountability
becomes easy once we learn to respect each other," Yaverbaumsaid.
Adams stressed that he agrees
with Kim and Yaverbaum about
the importance of diversity awareness and student accountability.
"Understanding difference grows
more and more important each
and every year," he said. Adams
also said that accountability will be
a major issue of discussion at the
College this year.
Outside the issues of diversity
and accountability, Adams discussed ongoing changes to student
life, the academic program and the
campus itself.
In terms of academics, Adams
referred to upcoming changes to
the College's writing program.
"We're going to be taking die next
steps with the Colby writing program," he said. Adams said that
these changes will involve not only
the first-year program, but also
upper-level courses.
In terms of physical changes to
the campus, Adams spoke about
the new science building, which
will open next fall as well as phase
two of the Miller Library renovations which Will begin "at the end
of the year when students leave,"
he said.
This year the plans to convert

Roberts Hall back into a student
residence will undergo "a very deliberate, very careful planning process," Adams added.
After finishing his discussion of
plans for the year, Adams invited
the audience to ask questions of
him, Kim and Yaverbaum and other members of the Administration.
Students raised a number of
questions on the topics discussed
throughout the evening.
One area of concern was whether the Administration plans to
change its alcohol policy in light of
the recent uptick in alcohol-related
student hospitalizations. Dean of
Students and Vice President for
Student Affairs Jim Terhune responded that the administration
will not be changing its policies,
but will instead focus on working
within existing rules.
"What we want to do is raise
awareness," he said. Terhune also
responded to an opinion piece published in The Colby Echo last week,
which argued that the hard alcohol
ban on campus is ineffective. "In,
fact, over the years [the hard alcohol ban] has been in place, we've
seen a 20% decrease in both hard
alcohol hospitalizations and BAC
[Blood Alcohol * Concentration]
levels [of those hospitalized,]" Terhune said.
Another topic was the merit of
the Miller Library renovations.
Students expressed concern over
the current reduction in study space
and the removal of books to an offsite storage facility.

Dean of Faculty Lori Kletzer
noted that student study space
will eventually be increased under Phase II of the Miller renovation plan this summer. She added
that the administration will try to
solve the problem of the lack of
study space in the interim. "We'll
certainly think about adding study
space," she said.
In terms of the perceived disapproval of the renovations, Kletzer
acknowledged that "there's a real
difference of opinion," but argued
that many on campus have had no
problem with the changes.
Ultimately, "we didn't have
enough space," she said, and the
College needed to balance the interest in keeping books in the library with adding more study areas
for students.
Over the coming years, the College will continueto facechallenges
in areas ranging from administrative
budget transparencyto the perceived
lack of student input on certain issues
and rising cost of attendance.
"We're going to have to change
as a community in some very fundamental ways," Adams said in
reference to trying to control the
College costs. He acknowledged
that the Administration doesn 't always make the correct decisions,
but argued that its choices most
often benefit the College.
Kim and Yaverbaum along with
Adams will continue their efforts
to address the varied concerns of
those in the campus community
over the coming.year.
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President of the College William "Bra " Adams and the co-presidents of the student body addressed the College
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PCB plans for
year, Palooza

coach Herman Boone (whose story is depicted in the 2000 film ReNEWS EDITOR
member the Titans) who coached
at a newly integrated hi gh school;
As the semester gets under street artist Tatyana Fazlalizadeh
way, student groups solidify who uses her medium to speak
goals for the year and begin to out against the street harassment
plan campus events. The Pugh of women and author of Yellow:
Community Board's (PCB) Pug h Race in America beyond Black
Club Palooza is a chance for stu- and White Frank Wu.
dents to become familiar with
"We are trying to focus
more on interthe Pugh clubs
on campus and
sections ," Chan
"That 's
hear what those
said.
groups
have
what
allows
us to reach to
been working on
in recent weeks.
a wider audiThe Palooza
ence... The
will occur Oct.
speaker
can
3 from 7 p.m.- 9
talk about [two
p.m. in the Pugh
identities] and it
PCB
also allows you
Center.
Chair
Juliette
to
understand
Chan '14 said,
one another."
In addition to
"We 're trying
to make it more
increasing proabout the Pug h
gramming
and
Center
again.
discussions
on
We 're focusing
intersectionality,
on just Pugh
Chan said PCB
hopes to maintain
clubs... This
year we want to
and strengthen refocus on getting
lationships with
Juliette Chan other organizapeop le into the
Pugh Community tions on campus,
Pug h center and
Board Chair the Administrainto the club
tion and Pugh
rooms. "
"We
don 't
clubs.
Other
goals
include
want to alienate a certain part of the commu- unif ying campus groups through
nity....With our events this year. collaboration and joint programwe want to focus on intersectionming so there is more cohesion
ality and how different aspects on campus. Finall y, PCB hopes to
of multiculuiralism and identity
"[get] more people into the Pugh
can come together ." Chan said
C enter, showing people that it 's a
In that spirit , Chan is hoping that
p lace that welcomes every body."
The Pug h Club Palooza is the first
the Palooza Will hel p all students
feel welcome in the Pug h Center step toward that goal.
Through increased programwhether they are part of a Pugh
club or not.
ming over the last several
Some of PCB's other solidified years, "PCB has been changing, " Chan said. "We want to
events for the year include visits
By SAM LEBLANC

"With our
events this
year, we want
to focus on
intersectionality
and how
different
aspects of
multiculturalism
and identity
can come
together. "

SGA convenes
From SGA , Page 1

month. Residential Life Chair
Dan Sunderland ' 14 said Gallagher 's newsletters were great ,
he specifically reached out to
first-years and put in a great
deal of effort to get to know his
residents.
East
Quad
Dorm President
Emma Clay '16
proposed
the
creation
of a
point person for
all dorm maintenance
issues,
as the Physical
Plant Department
(PPD) is overwhelmed with requests. Clay said
she is hoping to take on that role
and expects a committee to be
formed to determine which issues are most crucial. SGA did
not finalize any plans concerning
this position.

Also in the works is securing
the presence of a living mule at
every sporting event. Foss Dorm
President Connor Clancy ' 15 said
"it's a real rough idea right now....
The [idea]of having a mule on the
sideline for morale would be, no
pun intended, kickass."
One of the concluding points of
the evening came
from Drummond
Dorm President
Annie Kettler '16
,who voiced concerns about a lack
of contact person
for the Student
Programm ing
Board (SPB) on
SGA. In SGA's
previous meeting,
they spoke about
having a Pugh
Community Board representative
on SGA and Kettler proposed the
addition of an SPB representative. SGA did not make any official p lans concerning these representative positions.

Also in the
works is
securing the
presence of
a living mule
at every
sporting event.

Hill 6n the Mile to redesign
From AUTUMN, Page 1

to know the college student
body," Executive Director of
Waterville Main Street Jennifer Olsen said.
Harvest Fest will be si gnificantly different from Hill 'n
the Ville. Instead of booking
large bands , Olsen said she is
aiming for a more intimate ,
communal atmosphere at the
festival. The performances
will consist of many organizations from the College including a cappella groups , student
bands , Taiko drumming and
even a possible chemistry
demonstration . Student Government Association (SGA)
Parliamentarian Philip Hussey
*14 said.
There will be numerous
other sources of entertainment
as well , including pumpkin
bowling, local food vendors ,
face painting, scarecrow stuffing and even hayrides. Olsen
and the Harvest Fest organiz-

ers hope the wide range of activities will appeal to both the
local Waterville community
and students at the College.
According to Hussey, it won 't
be a bunch of college kids just
watching another band; it 'll
be Colb y students app lauding
their friends and fellow students. "You could take a study
break, come down for an hour
or so, listen to a couple of your
friends ' music groups , grab a
cider from a vendor , carve
a pumpkin and put it in your
room when you get back ,"
Hussey said.
Harvest Fest will be at Head
of Falls in Waterville. "[It is]
beautiful down there , a huge
green rig ht on the [Kennebec]
river with a ton of space,"
Hussey said. Head of Falls
is also convenientl y located
within downtown Waterville.
"It 's a realt y easy way to
access the Waterville community and a perfect way to
check out the downtown area
and walk around Main Street, "
Hussey added. There will be a

bus going back and forth between Head of Falls and the
College throug hout the day for
student transportation.
Above all . Harvest Fest will
be about community. Colb y
and Waterville volunteers will
be joining forces to make Harvest Fest happen.
"A community day reall y
sums it up because obviousl y
we 're having Colby performances down there but they 're
not just sing ing for their
friends; they 're singing for
Waterville families as well ,"
Hussey said. "We 're so luck y
that we have a college in Waterville , and I like getting to
know the students who want
to make a difference with the
community they are involved
in ," Olsen added.
Harvest Fest will take p lace
on Sunday, Oct. 6 from 10a.m.
- 5p.m. at Head of Falls , Waterville. There will be no entrance fee. Any interested volunteers can contact Hussey at
pdhussey(3»colb y.edu.
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How to save a life: Colby Emergency Response
By OLIVIA AINSWORTH
NEWS STAFF

Colby Emergency Response
(CER) is a group of students who
act as first-respondcrs when there
is a medical crisis on campus.
Whether it be a sprained ankle or
heav y intoxication, this group of
FMT-trained volunteers provide
immediate ser\ ices 24 hours a day,
seven days a w eek with direction
from the campus Garnson-Foster
Health Center.
In order to join CER, students
have to be trained as an Emergency Medical Technician (KMT)
and must be CPR certified. Most
students take the EMT Jan Plan to
obtain the necessary certification
before joining CER.
Once students are a part of CER,
they must meet certain requirements to keep their knowledge of
emergency care current. Each Friday, members of CER run simulations of various situations, in order
to prepare members for "anything
from a medical emergency, such as
a student in anaphylactic shock, to
a trauma injury, such as a building

service member falling off a ladder.," said student emergency responder Sclh Butler '16.
These simulations are designed
to replicate real-life situations,
though little can be done to prepare
for the emotions and adrenaline
rushes that occur in the moment.
I>ealing with sick or injured members of the Colby community can
be nerve-wracking and sometimes
scary, though patients always get the
hel p they need.
CER Members also attend collegiate EMT conferences with students from colleges such as Dartmouth and Boston University and
also participatein continuing education workshops that cover various
topics relevant to emergency care.
There are two levels of respondent in CER: Rescue-Ones and Rescue-Twos Rescue-Ones members
of CER who have been nominated
by their peers to move up a level.
Rescue-Ones have more shifts and
responsibilities as the leaders of the
club, and also have the opportunity
to get paid for administrative work.
Other than administrative work, all
members of CER work without pay
At any given moment there is

one Rescue-One and one RescueTwo on duty in shifts that start and
end at 7 p.m. Rescue-Ones generally work at least once a week,
while Rescue-Twos have less frequent shifts. Members of CER on
duty go to class and perform their
normal school obligations, but cannot be on duty during a test or a lab.
They can also be called out of class
at any given time when needed
to administer aid with full understanding from professors.
When asked what a typical
shift was like, Rescue-Two Butler
responded, "One cannot predict
where medical emergencies will
occur, what the call will be about or
what the scene will be when one arrives on scene; all one can do is act
when on scene based on w hat you
are given."
CER members are generally
students interested in pursuing a
medical career who want more expenence and who are committed to
helping people in the community.
Being a member of CER often has
its challenges, and it takes a lot of
courage, motivation and compassion to serve as an E.MT on campus.
Taking care of peers who are in po-
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Evan LaMarre 15 and Peter Wirth '16 are two students that are members
of the EMT-trained volunteer Colby Emergency Response (CER) Team
tentially harmful situations can be
somewhat traumatic for members
of CER but generally yields positive
results for all partiesinvolved.
When asked about the perks
of being a part of CER, Butler explains. "There is no better feeling
than being there for someone when
they need you most, whether it be a
temporary injury or their life is on

the line. It is our responsibility to do
our very best and provide them the
care they need, no matter how serious the emergency. Some people
think they, their friend, or whoever
will get in trouble if we come. We
are not there to get people in trouble
with security, the Waterville Police
or any deans; we serve to help. That
is the best part of the job."

Leonard teaches History of Colby Campus club brings
classback to the College
By TANYAKUKEISHI
NEWS STAFF

Have you ever wondered what
Colby was like a century ago?
Was the female portion of the
student body academically dominating their male counterpart?
Were live mules running around
at footbal l games? Professor of
Amen can History and head of
the History Department Elizabeth
Leonard has the answers to ease
your anxious minds.
Hired as an American History
professor more than twenty years
ago, Leonard is the type to recognize a small idea and use it to understand larger concepts. It 's this
"bigger-picture" mentality that has
led Leonard to construct a brand
new 'History of Colby' course
which will be added to the College
Course Catalogue by the start of
the upcoming semester.
Leonard's fascination with the
College 's history was triggered by

her H1200 'Introduction to History'
class that she taught in the spring of
2012. "It was Colby 's Bicentennial
and I had asked my students to create a project in which they related
events of the American Civil War
to the college 's history. It required
them to make use of Colby 's Special Collections Department to do
research and collect real artifacts to
hel p support their work. The students ended up producing fascinating results and having a lot of fun
along the w ay." Leonard's eyes lit
up as she reminisced in the enjoyment she had gained from the creativity of her former students.
Months later, Leonard has come
back from the summer with the
plan to leach a 200-level course
on the history of Colby that satisfies four credits, meets three times
a week for 50 minutes, counts towards the major and fulfills the history credit. Although she has had
a blast learning all that there is to
know about Colby, Leonard feels
as though "students don 't often
realize how much time and effort

ProfessorElizabeth Leonard,ht ml of the History DepartmentalColin won

goes into creating a sy llabus." She
has read and examined three textbooks written by former Colby students and has extensively sought as
many resources as possible from
Special Collections.
Leonard hi ghly recommends
that students "get involved in research that will be immediately
meaningful to them. We have such
a wonderful resource collection
and the people who work there
are so great and some people go
through Colby without even knowing that." In her course, students
will learn the Special Collections
Department and will examine
scrapbooks , financial listings, old
yearbooks and much more to try to
piece together Colby 's past.
Leonard was especially enthused by her use of the Special
Collections in her Introduction
to History class. A student was
handed an artifact from Special
Collections and had to determine
its purpose and identity. The student received a dirty old blanket
with the word YBLOC printed on
the side. After abundant usage of
the tools available at Special Collections, the student came to find
that the blanket actually once belonged to one of the school's first
mascots: a real live mule. YBLOC
was the name it was given , which
spells out COLBY backwards. So
there you have it: there reall y were
live mules riding around rig ht here
on campus back in the day!
Moving
forward,
Leonard
hopes to leach an enthusiastic
group of students who have a
sense of adventure and of commitment in her class. Lia Jimenez
" 17 can 't wait to sign up for the
course , staling "There is probably

By HENRY HOLTZER
NEWS STAFF

Four years ago, Colby was seriously lacking in its representation of respectable males. That all
changed when Edwin Torres ' 13
started the Gentlemen of Quality
(GQ) club in an attempt to increase the visibility of true gentlemen roaming Mayflower Hill.
Torres focused on developing
men into well-mannered, wellrounded individuals. He wanted
to increase the number of "good
guys" on the Colby Campus.
The first four years of the club's
existence was predominantly focused on gaining members and
establishing a name for itself at
Colby. The first two presidents,
Torres and Shaquan Hunt * 13,
spent most of their time growing
the c l u b from infancy to its current si/e . Just like many members
of GQ. current presidents Fabrice
Charles '15 and Josep h Whitfield ' 1 5 were personally pulled
aside hy Torres and asked to join.
C harles remembers, "I knew Edwin from before and I originall y
just signed up to support him.
Then 1 came to a couple meetings
and felt reall y passionate about
the message of the club "
When asked about what being
a g e n t l e m a n means , both presidents were in agreement: "Popular to contrary belief , true gentlemen are not classified by their
image They are categorized by
their actions They know w h a t to

man, as it feels that males on a
college campus have the tendency to go wild , which often results
in some dishonorable actions.
Unlike in past years , Charles
and Whitfield want to focus this
year on educating their current
members through workshops
and such programs. For the
upcoming year that both presidents are excited about are the
"Real Talk" events. Whitfield
says , "We will primarily be talking about manhood as it relates
to males on a college campus.
However, we don 't want people
to t h i n k that these talks and GQ
in general is exclusively for
guys. We work w i t h Ladies of
Quality, another campus organizationm a lot , and love h a v i n g
women come to our events. "
In addition to the series of Real
Talks that the club has p lanned ,
members have organized "21
questions " in Foss Dining Hall in
an effort to promote unity w i t h i n
that dorm . GQ is also playing a
pan in the Pugh Center 's annual
fair, the Pug h Palooza. In addition to these events, the club is
holding its major fund raiser in
the spring semester, a date auction. In this event a date with all
of the members of the club is auctioned off to raise money to benefi t the custodians of the College.
Both the motto of the cluh and
Its events are designed to change
the perception of males on college campuses. The members of
GQ are looking to establish quality interactions betwee n all members and to encourage a change

The Mayflower Magic Man: Devin Gibbs '14
By TANYA KUREISHI
NEWS STAFF

Devin Gibbs ' 14 can juggle. Big
things, small things, live things,
oval-shaped things covered in
leather-whatever the case may be.
Gibbs can and will juggle it before
your very eyes.
Gibbs developed a skillful hand
in juggling a multitude of commitments during his first year at
the College. While babysitting his
music professor 's, Eric Thomas,'
child, Gibbs was approached by
Thomas' wife, who also teaches at
the College. "She said to me 'You
know, my husband mentioned
that you were quite interested in
biology as well as in music , you
should apply for a job as my research assistant for the summer!"
said Gibbs.
Mentally juggling the concept
of spending his time playing football on campus, majoring in music
and now pursuing employment in
the Biology department - Gibbs
shrugged his shoulders and gave
the idea a "why not?" Weeks later,
Gibbs got the job, and so was bom
the juggling legacy.
Today, Gibbs stands proud as a
steadfast football-playing neurobi-

ology and music double major who
somehow manages to fit enough
sleep into his busy schedule. Due
to an unfortunate shoulder injury,
however, Gibbs is unable to physically play football for the season
and has been zealously supporting
his team in spirit.
Gibbs spent his summer developing a fascinating research project of his own creation here on the
hill. Inquisitive about the cerebral
construction of natural creatures,
Gibbs decided to take a look behind the skulls of crabs as he dissected and experimented upon the
proteins that compile their brain
matter. Testing and retesting, Gibbs
investigated how different types of
proteins sped up the growth process of neurobiologies! atoms and
essentially watched the crab brains
reform before him. According to
Gibbs, the sake of gaining "knowledge for the sake of knowledge"
fueled the entire project, and he
also made multiple intriguing discoveries regarding the effects of
melatonin hormones on brain cells.
As a jugg ler , Gibbs couldn 't help
but add another activity to his summer. Relating back to his passion
for music, he co-hosted a summer
music program on campus in order
to teach and inspire teenagers in
the Waterville area. Having adopt-

ed his love for music at the age of
eleven and mastered seven instruments by his senior year, Gibbs is
entirely self-taught, and used originally crafted teaching techniques to
guide his students to successfully
perform a concert at the conclusion
of his 5-day camp. Gibbs believes
that music is a form of expression
and stresses the importance of assuring a student's comfort to play
their instruments confidently and
to the best of their ability. Gibbs
hopes to host another music camp
this upcoming summer; one that
extends over a longer period of
time and includes overnight stays
so that his students can really get to
know each other.
You may wonder what brought
such an accomplished juggler
over to the mule side of the undergraduate educational world. When
prompted, Gibbs explained that
he actually grew up in Waterville:
"[ always knew that Colby was a
great school, but I had never really
looked too much into it. Then one
day I just sort of decided to 'take a
walk' down here."
Grinning at the thought of going
into his senior year ready to rock
campus, Gibbs will definitely leave
his mark as one of the greatest
COURTESY OF DEVIN GIBBS
juggler of hobbies and aspirations Devin Gibbs 14 is a Music and Biology double major . Gibbs also p lays
Colby has ever seen.
football for the College and p lays the baritone saxophonefor the JazzBand

SOBHUmakes change Rachel Isaacs:Prof essorand Rabbi
By THABISO KUNENE
NEWS STAFF

Students Organized for Black
and Hispanic Unity (SOBHU) is a
student-run organization with the intent of enlightening the Colby campus through discourse about race
and privilege. SOBHU also stands
to showcase Black and Hispanic
culture through lectures, speakers,
and performing arts events.
Tionna Haynes ' 15, one of the
presidents of SOBHU thisyear, said,
"1 learned that everyone is a potential member. Whether you've never
been to a meeting, event, or hung
out in the clubroom, everyone with
a inkling of interest can be member
one day." In response to a question about the accomplishments of
SOBHU, Haynes emphasized that,
"The club itself has survived the test
of time and has been at Colby for 43
years. The club's history is rich and
is still vibrant."
According to Haynes, SOBHU
has a number of goals this year
including organizing the annual
Hispanic Heritage Month that runs
from September 15 to October
15. This is a month dunng which
Americans celebrate the histories,
cultures and contributions of Americans whose ancestors are of Spanish, Caribbean. Central and South
American heritage. This celebration
was started in 1%8 under President
Lyndon Johnson and expanded by
President Ronald Reagan to cover
the present 30-day period
As the tradition dictates, SOB1HJ
h;is a packed schedule of events
planned for this month long celebration. Last week, they invited Bobby
Gonzalez,a nationall y know n multicultural motivational speaker, storyteller and poet, who talked about the
cultural diversity of Hispanics. "We

will have a dessert social, which we
present Latino/Hispanic treats.
Every Monday of this September SOBHU was screening movies at 8PM in the Pugh Center. On
Friday, October 4 at 10 pm in the
Pugh Center, we will have our annual party PRENDELO for the entire campus," Haynes said. PRENDELO is a party that celebrates all
music across the African Diaspora:
bachata, merengue, salsa, hip-hop,
reggaeton, reggae and more. As
part of the Hispanic Heritage celebrations, SOBHU is also nurturing
a relationship with the Latin American Studies department in order to
promote the upcoming 8th Walker
Symposium on October 5th. In addition, on October 8, SOBHU will
be wearing red in Solidarity in order -bring awareness to the issues
of The Dream Act and the struggles
for higher education among undocumented peoples.
As an extension f or the support
that SOBHU has received from
the Colby community, Haynes affirmed that , " We are working diligently on getting a H ispanic Heritage Month-themed dining hall
menu for one of the dining halls
too." She also emphasized that all
students are welcome to partake
in the celebrations by attending
PRENDELO, attending the lectures or wearing Red in Solidarity
on October 8th. More opportunities will also be announced as the
month progresses.
Haynes emphasized that SOBHU is more than just a club concerned with race and privilege issues. "On a daily basis, SOBI lU's
clubroom is a place for members
to see each other, hel p each other
with homework , spark conversation, and see what 's new." SOBHU has been an great asset to the
College by increasing multicultural aw areness.

ByKATHKYNBAI
NEWS STAFF

After coming to the College three
years ago, Professor Rachel Isaacs
has quickly become an integral part
of the community.
Isaacs is currently teachingseveral
Hebrew and Jewish studies courses,
as well as acting as the Jewish Chaplain. Religion has always been a great
passion of Issues "I've .always felt
inspired by Judaism and by the cultural richesof Jewish life that I wanted
to share with people," Isaacs said is
why she decided to attend rabbinical
school and becomean ordained rabbi,
eventually leading her to Mayflower
Hill. "In my fifth year of rabbinical school," Isaacs explained, "I was
brought up here through a special fellowship, so 1 was a student rabbi here
three years ago. I enjoyed working
with the local synagogueand the college so much that 1 decided I wanted
to stay."
Isaacs has taken on many responsibilities, both on campus and within
Waterville Aside from her teaching
duties, she is the Hillel director and
the rabbi of the Beth Israel Waterville
congregation. Through her multiple
positions w ithin the Jew ish community, Isaacs serves us a gateway,
connecting the students of Hillel w ith
the multigeneiational local community Some of these ev ents include
the annual Shabbal dinner, which is
coming up in October, when Hillel
students go to congregants' homes
for Shabbat dinner following services at the synagogue. High Holiday
celebrations are another time when
the Waterville community comes
together with students This includes
Purim, a holiday in March where everybody dresses up in costume and
reads the story of Esther, a religious
figure. Isaacs said that theseshared

celebrations develop into informal
friendships between congregantsand
students, "which are reallybeautiful."
This fall, Isaacs has planned various exciting events within the Hillel
community. On October 18th, Professor Livshitz, professor of mathematics and statistics, will be speaking about his expenence growingup
Jewish in Soviet Russia Then, on
November 1, there will be the first
ever Colby- Bates-Bowdoin Shabbaton, a day that is commited to resting
and not working. She said, "we're
bringing up a guy called the Kirtan
Rabbi who will do a very spiritual
Friday night service and a yoga service on Saturday morning and it'll be
a good opportunity to meet students
from other Hillels."
If you plan on taking one of Isaacs'
Hebrew or Jewish Studies courses,
expectto have classes supplemented
with some Israeli entertainment, "in
all of my Hebrew classes 1 use my
favorite Israeli telev ision shows as
cumcular aids, so there's one show
that's called Prisoner of War, which
the American show homeland is
basedon. 1 love being able to provide

insights into Israeli culture through
Hebrew and Hebrew media. In
classes, I think that might be thing I
do that's the most fun," Isaacssaid.
For Isaacs, one of the most rewarding parts of the job is being
able to mentor students. Working
on a college campus, she is in the
unique position to teach and counsel
students. This is why she hosts Shabbat lunches on Saturday afternoons,
bringing together members of the
faculty, administration, students and
community members all together in
an informal environment to get to
know each other better. She said, "I
love the cooking and the social environment and welcoming people into
my faculty apartment in Williams." It
goes to show that she is not just here
to teach, but to offer any guidance or
assistance. "So, in addition to teaching academic material I also have the
skills and the-ability to be a spiritual
mentor to my students and to counsel
them when they need help of some
kind. Being a rabbi is really about
being involved in the cultivation of
a whole indiv idual and also of multigeneral community," Isaacs said.

COUHUSY 01 ANGELICA CRITES

One of Rabbi Rachel Isaacs. Professor of Jewish Studies, favorite part
oj her job Is » orking »ith and counseling students at the College

The danger of American exceptionalism

LETTER FROM 1HE EDITORS:
Happy almost-October!
Before we get into our thoughts f or this week, we would like to clarify
a statement we made in our editorial in our last issue about the College's
endowment. The statement "We bnng in $600 million each year in endowment (think about that number for a second ) from alumni who give
enough of a damn about their time here to want others to share in that experience" implied that the school receives that amount at the start of each
year, which is not the case. It was a miswording, and we take full responsibility for any confusion or misinformation that we may have caused.
As we near the end of our first month as Editors-in-Chief, we've
got progress reporting on the brain. We're spending time with our
editorial staff, brainstorming new ways they can bring you the news
you care about, we're asking them for feedback on how we're doing and are welcoming any other comments from the larger Colby
community. We also realized that we've spent a lot of time talking
about how Colby can improve and change for the better, but haven 't
spent just as much time focusing on what we're already getting nght.
The first two weeks of school brought a high number of hospitalizations for alcohol-related illnesses; it also brought about one of the most
open and active dialogues among students about alcohol use and concern for peer safety that either of us have seen in our time here. While
the reviews about Milter are mixed and still coming, the library staff
have been ready and witling to respond to criticism and are truly making
an effort to listen to students' needs. The Museum opened to resounding
praise and has solidified itself as the true cultural heart of this campus.
The attendance at this season's athletic events so far has been unparalleled , with seas of blue cheering on their classmates and friends. Everyday, leaders of SGA, SPB, PCB, the CVC, Powder & Wig, the Mule
Mob, CER, SOBHU and countless other organizations are working
themselves ragged trying to make a smarter, safer and better Colby, in
addition to having their own academic, extracurricular and social lives.
These are things to celebrate and things to remember, no matter what
differences in opinions we might have about administrative transitions,
campus policies or any other types of change we encounter this year. We
said earlier that we had to recognize the flaws in ourselves, but that does
not mean that we should not take the time to appreciate the beauty as
well. It 's there, and it 's brings us together so much more than it divides us.
Until next time,
-Julianna Haubner

-Tim Badmington
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Security Council, causing many to
question the legality of the strike. '
UN Secretary General Ban KiMoon commented at a news conference at the UN headquarters in
New York that, "The use of force
is lawful only when in exercise
of self-defense or when the Security Council approves such action." But according to President
Obama, the rules don 't apply to
us, because America is special.
Although the term American
exceptional ism originally had
a different meaning, nowadays
many Americans use it to imply
that America is inherently better
than other countries. We often
make the mistake of thinking that
our values are the "right" ones,
and that this entitles us to meddle
in other countries * affairs as we
see fit. But as hard as it is to accept, our society has many flaws ,
and we can't continue to be the
world's policeman when we have
so many domestic issues that
need to be addressed. This isn't
the Cold War anymore. We may
still have the largest military, but
our public education system is
lagging behind most of the developed world, our economy is still
recovering from a financial crisis
caused by our own investment
banks, and our healthcare system

is one of the least efficient among
Western countries.
We have our fair share of
problems , but there 's good
news: other countries already
have the answers to them. In
contrast to our hi gh tuition
and healthcare costs, people in
Spain can go to university for
just a couple thousand Euros
and have free access to healthcare. Think gun control doesn 't
work? Since Australia instituted stricter gun laws in the
1990s, they haven 't had a single mass shooting. We may be
the world's largest per capita
contributor to global warming,
but we could reduce our role in
it significantly by adopting Japan 's emissions standards.
Don 't get me wrong, I love
my country and I' m proud to
be an American. I realize how
lucky I was to be born in one
of the richest and freest countries in the world. But to me,
patriotism is not about thinking my country is perfect, it 's
about wanting what 's best for it
and everyone who lives here. If
we can put aside our collective
egotism and be willing to learn
from other countries , then we
could make America, and the
world, a better place.

campus, (I, for one, would like to
think that it's not too challenging to
practice safe drinking strategies and
to not use hard alcohol in an unsafe
way) the tact is that Colby students
are routinely sent to the hospital because they are deemed by medical
In Jake Bleich's recently pub- professionals to be in a state where
lished article regarding the hard their life is potentially in danger.
alcohol ban, he brings up compelThis issuelies within the drinking
ling points regarding inefficacy, yet culture on Colby's campus. Toooften
ultimately reaches the wrong con- studentswill take shots before going
clusion. The hard alcohol ban, as is, out since they don't know the availhas resulted in a decrease in Blood ability of alcohol at their next location
Alcohol Concentration (BAC) lev- (adding to the belief that Colby stuels among those transported to the dents are unable to interacton a Friday
ER, but as anyone can easily see on or Saturday night unlesstheyhave had
Monday morning, hard alcohol plays at least three drinks). This results in
a huge role in the weekend party the unsafepracticeof students gulping
scene.The solution isn't, as suggest- down mm or tequila beforethey have
ed, to remove the ban, but rather to even reached the party. It is for this
repurposeand perhaps re-implement reason that there is a hard alcohol ban,
it I.A'1 us not forget that the purpose which is focused on preventing moof the ban, designed through research ments where students drink too much
and student feedback, is to reduce too fast You can't drink four beers
and prevent unsafe drinking practices in the same amount of time that you
from occurringon our campus and to could take four shots; its impossible.
miugate the number of students that Students on campus have been given
are sent to the hospital after having a lot of leewayand as a result,alcohol
used unsafe and potentially deadly consumption has not been actively
amounts of alcohol.
combated.The focus of the work of
Inarguably, students have taken both studentsand administrationis on
to consuming hard alcohol behind the prevention of unsafe practices, the
closed doors and in private settings type of drinking which happenseasily
where there is little chance to be with Jose Cuervo, ratherthan Franzia.
I love the Colby community
caught. Sadly, this is a facet of drinking that is unlikely to change on its and the genuine care that students
own. Furthermore, the fact that the have for one another. I have never
Administration gives a warning on found someone who is hard to talk
f irst off ense essentially illustrates to, and I think the same is true f or
a form of tolerance for hard alco- the vast majority of Colby's camhol , which is illegal only if you're pus; we are loving people who onl y
caught a second time. Ultimately, want the best for one another. 11 we
hard alcohol bears the largest bur- truly do care about the well being
den of responsibility for alcohol of our fellow classmates, we need
related transports and that is some* to understand that the drinking
tiling that we must change. Regard- culture has [Q change on campus.
less of personal opinions regarding When we chose to come to Colby,
the role that liard alcohol plays on we chose to accept the positive and

the negative, the good and the bad
and the nature of a small liberal
arts school is that we are all very
involved and interconnected with
one another. Therefore, it is in our
own best interest to ensure that
our community stays strong and
healthy. This means understanding that while the hard alcohol ban
means that you must drink beer
and wine instead of Svedka and
Captain Morgan, it also meansthat
you're helping prevent the endangerment of your friends' health and
safety. No one ever goes into the
night planning on blacking out and
being sent to the hospital, yet time
and again we see it happen. Like it
or not, this is due in large part to the
role that hard alcohol plays within
the drinking culture, and currently
the best and most proactive way
to combat this practice is to ban
the use of hard alcohol on campus.
Sure, there are students who can
drink hard alcohol safely and never
be put in dangerous situations, but
these students and the community
as a whole need to understand that
their personal preference in how
they are getting drunk shouldn 't
trump the need to keep our fellow
students safe. The self-centered
nature of the drinking culture must
change, and the ban, while unpopular, is a necessary part of that
change. Students, for the sake of
our fellow community members,
need to understand the implications
of our actions and how we want to
hel p foster and grow a positive and
safe community on our campus.

In his speech on Syria a couple
of weeks ago. President Obama
claimed that our government's
willingness to intervene in foreign
countries makes America exceptional. Russian President Vladimir Putin, who has helped implement a diplomatic solution for the
situation in Syria, responded to this
statement by writing an op-ed in
The New York Times, saying, "It is
extremely dangerous to encourage
people to see themselves as exceptional." 1 never thought I'd have to
say this, but I agree with Putin. He
may deny his people basic human
rights and have an inexplicable
hatred of shirts, but he does have a
point America needs to stop acting
like it is superior to other countries
and above the rules of the international community.
Before a diplomatic solution
arose. President Obama planned
on carrying out a military strike
against Syria despite the lack of a
credible self-defense rationale. He
would' ve taken this action without
the consent of the United Nations

In defense of the liquor ban

-Thomas Gregston 16. Emily
Boyce '16, and Malik Morton '17
on behalf of the student members
of the Alcohol Education, Awareness, and Training Advisory Group
(AEATAG)

THE CORRECT BIAS

Colby's condescension

On Monday night, I attended the
State of the College Address, with
featured speakers SGA co-President
Wayne Kim '14, SGA co-President
Cole Yaverbaum ' 14 and Bro.
Bro talked a lot about the importance of student participation and
SGA approval, but on most recent
administrative decisions, students
have had little to no input Eustis
talks down to us; it tells us to be
more involved while making it clear
that they don't think we can really
think for ourselves. Did students
have a real say in the renovation of
Miller Library? Did they have a say
in the selection of our next president? Did they have a say in the two
recent prohibitions, liquor and tobacco, enacted on campus?
According to the Administration, we're incapable of responsibly choosing what to drink. There's
something wrong there - we're not
in high school anymore. It's infantilizing to tella21 year old that they
can't enjoy a nice bit of whisky or
brandy. Colby can cite all of the statistics it wants; it can remind us that
we're on private property and that it
has every right to apply conditions
to our residence. But that doesn't
change the implied lack of trust,
the condescension, inherent in the
regulation. To restrict freedom af
a "liberal arts" school makes little
sense. The College shouldn't talk
down to Colby's responsible drinkers just because a small minority of
students go overboard and end up in
the hospital.
Colby watches over us; it feeds
us, teachesus and cleans up after us.
We simultaneously love and resent
its protections, looking for different
ways to stake our claim as individuals, whether through forming clubs
or getting wild on the weekends.
Last week, I referred to Colby
as "Cape Cod Summer Camp," a
descriptor which I stick by. Out of
the College's institutions, that which
prepares us most for the chaos of the
real world is probably room draw.
The flawed, every-man-for-hirnself
housing system more effectively
breeds political minds than any
course in the government department. Students fight against their
arbitrary lot, represented by their
number, by pumping connections
and calling in favors.

"The Colby Bubble" is in part inevitable due to our location. We're
on a hill and the closest town is a
post-industrial wasteland with WalMart as its economic heart. Our situation is almost absurd; we're part of
this glorious micro-culture of manchildren given some, but not total,
freedom. I would be lying if I said I
don't often enjoy h.
Teenagers struggle with dissonancebetween their love of comfort
and their hatred of patronization
I remember, at 16, reveling in the
free food and the warm bed while
despisingmy lack of agency. When
we come to college, we seize our
enhanced freedoms, but we're still
cosseted. Colby College, a town
unto itself, a literal city on a hill; is
a womb. It's a haven of intellectualism and binge drinking.
Reading Julianna and Tim's
editorial last week, in which they
expressed frustration at Colby's
inability to distinguish itself from
other NESCACs, got me thinking
about what we could do. I really
think that giving studentsmore freedoms and responsibilitiescan help.
Living in a Dana suite this year, I'm
already finding satisfaction in being
accountable for my living space in
a way I haven't been before. We're
constantly cleaning our common
room, our bathroom and making
sure the room doesn't succumb to
total chaos.
By removing its bans, by engaging with the student populace as
equals and not in loco parentis, the
Administration can take steps to foster a more independent, unique college. By enhancing SGA's powers
so that students have a more tangible stake in its elections, the Administration can curb student apathy. By
holding professors to a higher standard, removing those who rely on
textbooks due to their own lack of
creative thought or communicative
skill, the Administration can birth a
more dynamic, less apathetic intellectual life on campus.
We'll always be drawn to danger. This is the perfect time to push
our limits, to adventure to places
unseen and unknown. Extremes
aren't necessarily bad unless bom
out of a culture of conformity, seclusion and patronization. Eustis could
benefit by recognizing that we're
not as stupid as they think we are,
and that for Colby to become truly
exceptional, the administration and
the student body must both play a
role. A, "We know best," mentality
will never help the College achieve
its potential.

Last week as I checked my email,
I received an official notice informing me, as well as everyone else, of
the SGA election results. Out of the
Dana, Johnson, Taylor and Trewg
dorm president elections, only two
involved some actual competition. In
the Johnson dorm election, 18 out of
the 71 residents voted, fora participation rate of 25.3 percent.In Dana, the
rtarticipation was even lower, as 26.5
percent of the lesidents expressed an
opinion. 1 low can we claim that SGA

is an example of student democracy
when half of the elections involve no
more than one candidate and when
abstention is at such a high level?
Let's do a bit more digging. Last
year, on March 20th, Monica Davis
announced election results. InAMS,
Averill, Cobum, Drummond, East
Quad, Foss, Go-Ho, Grossman,
Heights, Johnson, Off Campus,
Pe-Wi, Piper, Taylor, West Quad
and Williams, residents had the opportunity to exercise their civic duty
by voting for the one candidate who
bothered to run. In fact, during the
March elections, only three dorms
(Woodman, Sturtevant, Mamner)
witnessed some sort of competition.
Similarly, the elections for the class
president of 2015 (Fall) and 2016,

Colby values: leaving no trace

This past Saturday morning, a
custodianjoked that the dorm 1 live
in needed a sign on the entrance that
read: enter at your own risk.
Is this the way we want our custodial members to know us?
Do we want to be known for behaving like infantilecollege students,
or can we grow up a little bit and begin to clean up after ourselves?
Many may see post-party litter
as a trivial matter, but regardless
of our intentions, the messes we
leave behind on Saturday night
become everyone else's problem
on Sunday morning. When it becomes the responsibility of non-

partici pating dormmates, CAs,
and custodians to clean up excessive trash, alcohol , vomit or in severe cases, damaged items, a lack
of mutual respect becomes the accepted norm for the community.
These messes translate into the
following: "Hey, I don't care if I
trash this place. Someone else will
eventually clean it up, so what does it
matter to me? I'm just trying to have
a good time."
Unfortunately, these issuesare not
confined to living quarters. Walking
across campus on a Sunday mommy,
you're sure to spot the remnants of
other peoples' good nights: red solo
cups, PBR cans, condom wrappers.
There are plenty of ways to have
a good time without trashing communal spaces. Contrary to popular
belief, when inebriated, it is still possible to clean up behind oneself. So,
if you must vomit, pleaseaim for the
toilet bowl (and not the seat or the
floor). The next time you think about
throwing that empty beer bottle into
the nearest bush, ask yourself a few
questions—do my actions reflect my
values? Am I exhibiting behavior
that others would be proud of?

For a school that pndes itself on
having a very eco-conscious student
body, it seems as if we need to revisit
a basic environmentally-friendly
guideline that we all learned and
practiced on COOT: leave no trace
(LNT). The principles of LNT are
just as applicable to Colby's campus
as they are to the wilderness.Let's
pick up behind ourselves so others
don't have to. Cleaning up after ourselves so our dorms closely resemble
their pre-party conditions will only
make life easier for those around us.
There is no excuse for the way
that we treatoijrciistodial staff Maybe next time, instead of thanking the
custodians for cleaning up the trash
we left on the floor, we could simply
not leave said trash on the floor and
save them a considerable amount
of time. Cleaning up and being accountable holds much more value
than uttering empty thank yous.
If we wish to foster a true sense
of community, we need to begin by
adhering to a few simple principles
that we all should have learned by
elementary school: respecting each
other, respecting ourselves and respecting our shared property.

iPhone 5s: lost in obsolescence
based on the tiinctionality of the phone.
It seems, rather, that consumerstend to
denve mostof the utility they gain from
their technology from the idea of having it, rather than from actually using
it 1 would like to thinkthatI'm not this
way—but I'd be lying to myself It is
1 don't have the best thing any- both puzzling and a bit unsettlingto me
more. Yes, it's true. All I have is my that I may become lesshappy with what
poor, pathetic $800 year-oldbrick of I have because someoneelse has somea terrible, obsolete device. It's nei- thingcooler, neweror more innovative.
ther twice as fast nor half as thick as
Apple hassuccessfullycreateda perthe "old" one anymore. Now, it is the fect consumer bottleneck. Its devices
old one. And that's the worst Real- are distinctive, distinguishable and are
ly. In our society, not having the best releasedonly once each year. In this
thing, well, that is die worst thing.
way,Apple hasmade it abundantly clear
Orat least, that's what Apple would which devices are obsolete, and which
like us to think. It's well known that are the next big thing. The linearnature
Steve Jobs' philosophyon consumers of Apple's product line—thewayApple
was this: they don't know what they rnaintainsjust one or two versions of
want, so we have to tell them. Con- each of its pirxiucts—makesusers feel
sumers are not innovative enough to pressure to replace devices that are not
tell a company what they want out of yet obsolete, that are not yet even lowthe next big thing. They are only smart end. While in the past,cell phonesfrom
enough to choosethe best option out of this yearor last year werevirtually indisa pool of competingoptions.
tinguishable, Apple's publicity, name,
The new iPhone has arrived, and product recognitionand aura create an
I see much of Jobs* philosophyin tL atmospherern which each consumeris
The home button can scan fingerprints intensely aware of the relative newness
now. Awesome?Unequivocallyyes. of their device and feelspressureto upNecessary? Probably not However, I grade and stay"hip."
would submit that the satisfaction usApple, then, has positioneditselfiners denve from their phones is not tiilry geniously to maintainits ridiculousprof-

it marginsand volumesof sale becauseit
rendersrtsowndevices obsoletein order
to sell more. Apple's position is unique
because most other companies, even
technology cempanies, maintain sevenil ptiKlucts inaniclie at oncc Toshiba
marketsmore thanone laptop;Samsung
marketsmore than one television. Most
people would find themselves unabk'
to decide if my family bought the TV
in my family room yesterday or three
years ago. Apple, however, markets
cne(r»cwtwo)iPhonesYes, theiPhone
4s is soil for sale, but it rs clearly obsolete; it doesn't compete with the iPhone
5s. Apple's products render themselves
obsoletewitheach new iteration.
So what does all this mean? We
know that Apple is innovative and
ingeniously positioned to make consumers feel that their old product is
inadequate. However, does it matter?
Does it really change the way technology benefits us? I think we have a
choice. Personally, I try to constantly
remind myself that just becausethere
is a gadget out that I think is incredibly
innovative and cool, what I actually
own is still prettygreat. Ifwechooseto
continueto appreciatewhat we already
have, we can at the same time appreciate the new and be satisfied with the
old At least until out contracts are up

as well as, more disturbingly, for
the positions of President and Vice
President of SGA, offered only one
choice to voters. Maybe this lack of
choice explains why 60 percent of
Colby students did not even bother
to cast in their votes.
Choice is the most important
aspect of a healthy democracy. It
is the choice that allows voters to
choose the direction in which they
want their state, or institution , to
go. Currently, SGA is more reminiscent of the single-party systems
in countries like China, Cuba or
Vietnam than anything else. Furthermore, the participation rate in
Colby elections is abysmal. But
why are student politics at Colby so
similar to the single-party system?

taxes low to promote economic
growth- One argued in support
of '"Orximacare'" while the other
promised to repeal it. These are real
ideological differences. What CoIb>
student would argue against a more
diverse student populace or a more
transparent Administration?
Granted, state politics are also
similar in the fact that no candidate
will argue against certain issues,
like the need for economic growth.
The debate on issues like these
arises from the difference in how
to achiev e those goals Once again,
SGA candidates fail to precisely
state what they ought to do in order
to make campus more diverse or the
Administration more transparent
This is what causes a disinterest in

Flaws in Colby 's competition-free Student Government Association
Why are so many candidates running unopposed? As is, there's no
competing ideology within SGA
because candidates need not distinguish themselves through substantive policy differences.
Think of those times when you
read the platforms of the few candidates running for office. What words
are most common? Multicultural?
Diversity? Open campus* Now think
back to November 2012, when many
were faced with a choice between
[>resident Obama and his Republican opponent. Mitt Romney. What
words often came up? Tax reform?
Immi gration reform? Gun control?
Women's rights? Healthcare? One
was in favor of raising taxes on the
wealthiest; the other wanted to keep

Kennebec Cafe owners plan to move
By JUUANNA HAUBNER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

This week, the word spread
from Fairfield to Waterville,
Maine that Kennebec Cafe will
soon be vacating its space on
Main Street, causing distress
to foodies not only in the community, but on the Hilt as well.
A longtime haven for a decade's
worth of College students looking for a small-town feel and a
home-cooked meal, Kennebec
Cafe has been owned and operated by Ann Maglaras and her
husband, John, for 12 years. In a
Sept. 15 article published by the
Morning Sentinel, the couple said
that they are planning a move to
the Greenville Area—Moosehead Lake, specifically—to open
a new restaurant and give John
more fishing time.
Since it began occupying the
small space on Main Street, Kennebec Cafe's breakfasthas become
a local legend, even garnering outof-state attention. A 2009 article
in The Atlantic, a national magazine and popular website, called it
"the specialpage tucked into each
menu that lets you know this is no
ordinary diner." A small and cozy
wood-paneled, vinyl booth-filled
room, Kennebec Cafe brings you
back to the classic neighborhood
diner, with a huge chalkboard listing the specials and the smell of
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Home to beloved doughnuts and breakfast treats, the homey Kennebec Cafe will move two hours away when
its owners relocate to Greenville, Maine Students are rushing to indulge before they have to say goodbye.

Jaff *16 loves the cookie dough
special- Julia Cohen '15 is torn
between red velvet and apple pie,
and Alice Grubb Jones '14 finds
choosing between banana bread
and strawberry rhubarb challenging. John Tortorello and Marshall
Donner, both '15, are fans of the
pumpkin roll and the Snickalodeon, respectively Even alumni and
parents have a special place in
their hearts for the doughnuts; Samantha Jaff ' 11 fondly recalls the
canot cake flavor, and her father
loves the glazed cake.
While some students have
been making the pilgrimage for
years, others have just discovered
what liesbehind the whitewashed
storefront. "I'm sad that it took
me this long to go there," said
Juliette Chan * 14. "It's something
I've heard about on campus from
students [for three years], and it's
definitely embedded in the campus culture. There are a couple
of family-style and locally run
places that everyone talks about...
and it's one of those places. It's
good that they're moving and not
closing completely, but it's sad
that it won't be close enough to
go to anymore."
Although the closing date still
is uncertain, this reporter—and
many others, to be sure—will be
heading down to Fairfield in the
corning weeks to make sure they
can properly say goodbye, with
heavyhearts and full stomachs.

brewing coffee filling the air. The
food and feel became so popular,
the Sentinelreported, that, at one
point, Ann had to "remove tables
becausethe small kitchen couldn't
withstand the number of orders."
It's particularly crowded on weekend mornings, filled with both

local area residents and students
trying to get their hands on Ann's
famous fresh doughnuts, of which
there are over a hundred flavors.
With the news of the cafe's
soon-to-be departure, students
have Kennebec Cafe's famous
food on the mind. Eliza Phillips

' 14 recently tried the lemon ricotta
with raspberry glaze option, but
she is disappointed she won't get
the opportunity to try the 'Cereal
Killer' [a doughnut topped with
Fruit Loops]. Jennifer Nale '14
agreed, adding that Turtle Cheesecake was another favorite. Carli

in Jessica Hall's Sept. 16 article
in the Morning Sentinel. "The
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR
insurance changes are going to
happen. It is imperative to get
In preparation for the onset everyone signed up. It's our job
of the Patient Protection and to find everyone, reach out and
Affordable Care Act, colloqui- explain what's changing and
ally known as Obamacare, two how it will affect everyone."
federally funded
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will dispatch navWestern Maine
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(WMCA)
ning on Oct. 1.
and Fishing PartActing as unnership
Health
biased
guides,
Plan
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surance by 2014,
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ters. We'll make
ourselves known," said Fishing insurance will be subject to a tax
Partnership Health Plan Spokes- penalty. Under the guidance of
man Brian Delaney, as quoted navigators, Maine residents can

determine which plan and level
of coverage fits their needsmost
aptly. Navigators are unaffiliated
with any insurance companies.
Navigators are intended to
act as informative resources
with high proficiency in the details of Obamacare and an understanding approach to dealing with individual concerns.
Each navigator undergoes 20
hours of training and sits for
dozens of exams prepared by
the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services.
"Training gets down to the
nitty-gritty of scenarios to find
out what plan is best for them
and their family," Health Marketplace Navigator and Program
Specialist for WMCA Jake Grindie told the Morning Sentinel
"The exams require you to apply
the knowledge you gain to realworld scenarios."
According to the U.S. Census Bureau , roughly 14% of
adults aged 19 to 64 in the
state are uninsured , which
falls just under the national
average of 15% uninsure d .
Within
Maine 's uninsured
community, however, lobstermen maintain an inordinately
high presence.
Surpassing the state average,
roughly half of lobstermcn in
the northern part of Maine remain uninsured, and roughly one

quarterof the lobstering commu- on Oct 1, when insurance marnity in southern Maine lack cov- ketplaces open, and their role is
erage, according to the Maine intended to be encouraging but
Lobstermen 's Association.
strictly informational. Their goal
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Navigating Obamacare in Maine
By SARAH BARRESE

" "It's our

job to find
everyone,
reach out
and
explain
what 's
changing
and how it
will affect
everyone."

"The lobstermen are the
gatekeepers
of the
coastal
community.
By reaching
them, we can
spread the
word through
many towns."

KV CrossFit opens in Nordic skiiers
dowtown Waterville put on triathlon

Colby alums as well as local
and regional athletes."
The College's Nordic athletes
At 5:30 am., most citizens of
Anyone driving by the Hume themselves were too busy orgaWaterville are just waking up—
Center on Saturday, Sept. 21 nizing tire event to participate.
and most students on die Hill, for
would have encountered the exThe Triathlon participants
that matter, are still fast asleep. But
citement surrounding the annual were of varying skill levels,
the morning class at Kennebec
Colby Triathlon. Organized by as is usually the case, accordValley(KV) CrossFit isjust finishthe Colby Nordic Ski team, the ing to Anderson. "We have a
ing its warm-up: two rounds of a
race, which was slightly longer great spread of first-time tri500-meter row, 15 air squats, ten
than a standard sprint-distance athlon racers, returning racers ,
PVC pipe pass-throughs, five inchtriathlon, was comprised of a and competitive racers—our
worm pushups, and five pull-ups.
400-meter swim, a 14.3-mile top finishers are top-notch. We
While that may sound a bit
bike ride, and five kilometer run. offer both an individual and a
intense to anyone who's not
Nordic Head Coach Tracy team category (where each perused to being up before the sun
Cote and then-Captain Alex son completes one leg) for racjust to exercise, this workoutJospe '06 began
ers," she said.
be fore-the-actual-workout is like
the triathlon traSince its ina morning cup of coffee for the
dition in 2005
ception, the tridevoted members of Waterville's
as a fundraiser
athlon has conProviding students and locals alike with a chance to participate
first CrossFitaffiliate gym.
for their upcomtinued to grow
KV CrossFitopened on Sept 9 in the latest exercise craze. KV Crossfit opened this monthing season. The
in popularity and
and is breaking new ground in the the two pillars of this training all of them knew what CrossFit Colby Triathlon
numbers, tendWaterville fitness scene. Founded program, and they are already was."This preexistentbase for the and
participaing to average
by co-ownersSeth Page and Drew working together at Waterville's Waterville CrossFit community tion in the Sugbetween 120 and
Crandal I, thegym occupies part of newest temple of fitness.
has generated substantial enthusi- arloaf Marathon
150 participants.
an old warehousebuildingjust off
The establishmentof a CrossFit asm about KV CrossFit
are the team 's
This year's race
Main Street There is no sign out- facility in Waterville has been in
"We announced our opening two major annumet expectations
side, only an inconspicuousgray the works for some time. Page and on Facebook, and we've gotten al fundraisers.
with 61 male, 47
door with a stencil of two crossed Crandall, who already co-owned about 500 'likes' on our page
"As racers, it 's
female, and two
hatchets, the affiliate's logo.
CrossFit MisFit in Portland, con- We pre-sold about 30 member- really fun for us
team participants.
The new facilitywelcomes both spiredwith Nick Brown, owner of ships. Many people thanked us to put on a race
This year, the
CrossFitveteransand novices, but Stone CoastCrossFit in Rockport, for opening a CrossFit gym," event for the
male winner was
no one should enter a CrossFit gym to meet in the middle geographi- Page said.
community since
Milan Babik of
without knowing what to expect callyand combine their talents.
Right now, KV CrossFit has that's how we
Camden, Maine
More than anything, CrossFit is
"We already had some friends a limited schedule, offering two spend our seaLizzie Anderson with a time of
1:11:20.
Erika
a brand. The owners of each af- who were CrossFit coaches in morning and two afternoon class- sons," Captain
Class of 2014
Rodrigue of Aufiliate gym are free to developtheir Waterville" said Page. "They es: one for beginners and one for Lizzie Anderson
experienced
athletes.
There
are
'14
said.
The
gusta,
Maine
own training plans, charge their had the certifications and exclaimed the title
own rates, and tun their gyms— perience with CrossFit, and discounted membership rates for fundraiser allows
for women with
or "boxes," as CrossFitters call we gave them the space to use students, and an extradiscount for the Nordic team
them—as theyplease.
their skills." The gym's setup each of thefirst 50 members.Any- to travel north for training trips a time of 1:38:19. Both winners
However, the programming is straightforward but complete one interested in joining should in order to get early on-snow are in their early thirties and are
generally revolves around the with rowing machines, gymnas- take a look at the gym's website, practice before the competitive avid triathletes.
Every year,the Colby Triathfollowing definition of fitness tic rings, a pull-up rig, barbells kvcrossfitcorri, and contact Seth season begins.
Page at info@kvcrossfitcorn.
In addition to its fiscal mo- lon runs in late September with
listed on the main CrossFit and weights.
website: "mat which optimizes
So far, the cotnmunity has rePage expects the new gym to tives, the Colby Triathlon is a registrationbeginningin the late
fitness: constantly varied func- sponded positivelyto the addition "grow on its own," and he plans beloved community outreach spring. In the past, the Nordic
tional movements performed at of the new gym. When Page and to offer moreclasses as member- event for the College's Nordic team has sold out all 150 entry
relatively high intensity. Cross- his partnersfirst consideredopen- ship rises. All in all, KV CrossFit Ski team. According to Ander- spots quickly, so interested parFit is also the community that ing the facility, they knew that promises a welcoming commu- son, the race includes a wide ticipants should register early
spontaneously arises when peo- "there were different groups in nity and a great workout to any- variety of athletes and specta- to support this College team or
ple do these workouts together." Waterville who were looking for one in Waterville who's willing tors and "tend[s] to draw not check out the event next year to
only Colby students, but also cheer on impressive triathletes.
Exercise and community are a high intensityworkout style, and to get more than a little sweaty.
By ALEX GUCINSKI

By KYLIE VANBUREN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

NEWS STAFF

"It's really
fun for us to
put on a race
event for the
community
since that 's
how we
spend our
seasons."

RESTAURANT REVIEW: THE GREEN SPOT

Hitting the spot everytime
By JENNIFER NALE
NEWS STAFF

In 1975, two young sisters—one fresh out of cooking school, the other a recent
college graduate—decided to
spend one last summer on the
lake before getting "real jobs."
While driving down Kennedy
Memorial Drive, they stumbled upon a vacant shack and
decided to approach the owner. Delighted with the girls' interest , the owner lent it out for
the summer.
The two girls are the Athanus sisters, and that shack is
now The Green Spot. After
their first summer was a smashing success, they purchased the
building and turned their spur
nf-the-moment decision into a

What started as a summer
project for Brenda and Tanya
Athanus—selling homemade
butter, produce and a few
pastries—blossomed into the
go-to spot for local culinary
treats. The space itself is
small , but every square inch
is covered with a homemade,
mouth-watering
delicacy.
One corner of the shop is
even dedicated to affordable
assortment of wines.
On a bed of ice next to
the register, lobster meat ,
salmon , scallops and tuna
are decoratively arrayed ,
successfully tempting seafood lovers every time.
If you don 't look closely
enough , you mi ght miss the
cooler just next to it filled
with homemade ice cream.
A n v of the delicious flavors

for their freshl y baked pies.
With some of the most competitive prices for lobster
in the area , the Green Spot
holds lobster tanks at either
end of the store . It 's almost
as much fun to watch them
as it is to eat them—almost.
Though The Green Spot
has become a favorite of
those on the Hill , it is also
beloved by locals and those
who spend their summers on
the Bel grade Lakes. Families
respect the tradition of The
Green Spot and can always
expect a warm welcome from
the owners.
As a second-generation
customer myself, I haven 't
missed an opening day since
1992. Every time I enter,
Tanya immediately prepares
the notato salad that she al-
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The Green Spot is only open f o r six months of the year, but its
dedicated customers ensure that it remains a Waterville landmark
The Green Spot is open every day except Tuesday from
9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Be sure to
eet vour fill before the close

bus Day weekend. But don ' t
worry. The Green Spot will
reopen for the season in late
Anril You 'll nrohahlv see

A(NOTHER) LETTER FROM THE EDITORS:
You may have noticed that this week, the Echo is running a little smaller. This is only a trial run . a decision we made after looking over reader feedback from last year and
noticing that a common suggestion was to make the paper a more portable and manageable size. As the way people read the news changes, we're happy to explore all possibilities, from shrinking our size to having the option of receiving a copy of the Echo electronically. But don't despair, paper lovers: we will never stop printing. If you're liking
the new layout, if you liked us just the way we were , or if you have any other ideas about how we can continue to make your reading experience an enjoyable one, please do
not hesitate to contact us. This paper is, and always will be, for you.
- Julianna & Tim

SATURDAY

THURSDAY
Noontime Art Talk
Colby Art Museum Lobby
12:00 p.m.

,|
|
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|
I

f

SUNDAY

Off-Campus Study Fair

|

Page Commons Room

I

3:00 p.m.

I

Diamond 122
7-p.m - 9 p.m

Pugh Center

Open Mic Night
8:00 p.m.
Mary Low 112/Lounge

Global Friends Christian
Fellowship
Lorimer Chapel
12:00 p.m.

10 a.m.

Cotter Union 111
4:00 p.m.

Lorimer Chapel

I

12:00 p.m.

I

Phi Betta Kappa Meeting
Diamond 241
3:00 p.m.
Psychology Collquium

1

Ice Cream Social: Being Back at |
|

1

Story Time
Page Commons Room
8:00 p.m.

I
I
|
I
I

MONDAY
Experience Colby Tips and Advice!
Pugh Center
I
1:15 p.m.
I

WEDNESDAY
TD Bank and Growth Council

i

Diamond 142

1

3:00 p.m

Mary Low Coffeehouse
4:30 p.m.
THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

Andrew W. Mellon Dinner
Marchetti Conference Room
5:15 p.m.

^

Carney, Sandoe & Associates
Information Session

|

|
1

Lovejoy 213

1

7 p.m.

1

Film Screening and Discussion
with
Vincent Goubet

L
I
I

Lovejoy 215

1

7:00 p.m

I

Roberts 312
3:00 p.m.
International Coffee Hour

1
1
I

TUESDAY

Experience Colby Registration

FRIDAY

¦

1?-nn nm[

Film Screening and Lecture:
"The Men's Story Project"

Juma Prayer

Dessert Social and Movie Night
for Hispanic Heritage Month
Pugh Center
8:00 p.m.

Millet House
12:00 p.m.
Mid-Autumn Celebration and
Potluck
Pugh Center

Faculty Mumble
Lovejoy/ Faculty Lounge
5:00 p.m.

Chorale Retreat

Roosevelt Institute
Diamond 241
8:00 p.m.

STUDENTS IN THE STREET

Where is you favorite spot on campus to work?
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"Bixler. sorry for my lack of humor."
¦Andrew Finn '16
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"This table in the street. I like people-watching
.Lucas Lam '17
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"The special-collection room in the library."
- Sabrina Yang '17
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"1 like working in the Writer's Center."
- Kristen Starkowsld 14
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"Upstairsin the library."
- Rich Jeong '17
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"Under the table in the greenhouse..."
- Ivan Yang '17

JOKAS '
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Budweiser Black Crown 12 pack
Now onl y 7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Woodchuck Summer Hard Cider 6 Pack
Now only 5.49 + Tax and Deposit
Luk Hard Cider 750 ml bottles
Now only 6.99, Sparkling Wine 9.99 + Tax
and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers in
Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St.. Waterville. ME
JULIANNA HAUeNER/THE COLBY ECHO
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Welden's BigMouth Thunder Thighs rocks Stricter
By SARA KAPLAN
ADVERTISING MANAGER

This past Thursday local theatre performer and Colby teaching artist Bess Welden presented
her latest one-woman show. Big
Mouth Thunder Tiiighs. A vaudeville production, the play includes
entertaining acts ranging from flamenco dancing and roller-skating
to highly personal oral memoirs.
This 80-minute show blends humor with seriousness and forces
every audience member to think
about his or her own relationship
with food and body image.
Though this is the fifth solo play
performed by Welden, it is her first
venture into the genre of Vaudville.
According to Welden. the idea to
try this new method of storytelling "came from the fact that [she]
wanted to try tell the story in as
many different ways as I could and
really explore some performance
modes that I hadn't been using for
awhile, like singing.'*
In addition, the variety of acts allows "the play to go back and forth
between a very realistic memoir
based storytelling show, and the

world of vaudeville." Welden
hopes that this method allows
"each vaudeville act, which has
its own different flavor or way of
expanding or commenting on the
memories, allows the storytelling and vaudeville to both work
together even though they're two
very separate worlds in the play."
Welden knew that she wanted to make a piece about food,
body image and dealing with
self criticism. She was inspired
roughly two years ago to finally
create a play that focused on
her own struggles surrounding these topics. While writing,
adding humor to tell her story
was of the utmost importance.
Despite the seemingly serious
topic of inner critic , Welden
wanted to make sure that her
audience not only felt engaged
but entertained as well.
Through acts that poke fun at
common sensations such as the
fear one feels before stepping on
a scale, or going into a dressing
room and realizing you 've gone
up a size, Welden tries to provide levels of humor as well as
relatability. She wants to make to
make sure that her "story reaches

a universal enough level that literally any human being could
watch it and have a sense of connection to it." She wants people
to be able to "walk out after a
performance, feeling like 'Wow, I
just heard a really engaging story
and there was something in it that
I could relate to.'"
In addition to the play itself, all were welcome to
a post-show discussion led
by the plays director , Jennie Hahn. Though this was
the first "test-pilot " for these
types of debriefs and Welden hopes that these types of
facilitated discussions will
allow the "project to grow
beyond just being a play "
adding that "the p lay performance is a catal yst for discussion and dialogue. "
Aside from her own work ,
Welden wants to provide
some kind of opportunity for
people to start to be able to
share their own stories and
form some kind of physical relationship to what they
have seen.
Welden notes that she 's
just as interested in under-
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BessWelden performsher Vaudeville show. Big Mouth Thunder Thighs.
standing the audience 's rela- their reactions and take-away
tionship to the p lay as she is from the performance and
in performing in the actual were offered chocolate cake
play itself. Members at the outside the theater at the end
discussion spoke freely about of the show.

Walter Belenky '02 shines on-stage and screen
By DAVID DINICOLA
A&E EDITOR

Growing up, Robert Belenky
'02 didn't spend much time onstage. "I think I had only ever
acted once, as a seventh-grader in
Detroit." Belenky said. "1 was a
Confederate soldier in The Battle
of Bull Run. I had a short monologue, then got shot in the first
act. After that, I just had to lay
there for about 45 minutes until
it ended."
Things changed dramatically
for the alumnus during his junior
year on campus. "I went to school
not really knowing what I wanted
to do. but I was an English major and spent most of my time
analyzing books and working on
some creative writing—which
I still do." Belenky s advisor at
the time served as the head of the
[T neater and] Dance Department.
After reading some of his work,
Belenky's professor asked him
to assist her in writing a dramatic
movement piece about the nature
of dreams.
"There was one condition ," Belenky said. "In order to get the credit for my
work , I needed to be in the
show , which was a dance
piece, and I am a terrible ,
terrible dancer. "
Belenk y enjoyed being
on stage, however, and this
newfound passion prompted
him to participate in other
productions throughout the
rest ot his career. "What
I reallv enjoyed about the
school is that the theater and
the professors are always

available , which really allows you the ability to practice and explore ."
While Belenky spent a great
deal of time around actors, including a roommate at The
Hotchkiss School who came
from "a big acting family," he
always considered himself more
of a writer. "Acting found me,
and it found me while I was at
the College."
After Colby, Belenky moved to
Boston where he joined a troupe
of peiforming artists from Moscow
who served as visiting artistsat Harvard University.To support himself,
he took a nine-to-five accounting
job at the University, but spent his
other waking hours auditioning for
plays in and around the city.
While perusing acting jobs
in Boston. Belenky approached
the auditions as a test to see if he
could sustain a career practicing
the craft. "While I had some experience at Colby," Belenky said,
"I was very green. Fortunately, I
featured in some Chekov shows,
and the faculty was very excited
about my potential as an actor."
In fact, Belenky garnered so
much positive support from the
Moscow art faculty that he was
asked to join some of his fellow
troupe members to train at the
Moscow Art Institute , in Russia.
"T was a little too nervous to do
that , but 1 made my first audition
and was cast in a character play
called The Baltimore Waltz at the
Institute of Contemporary Art."
Critics received the show well
and Belenky continued to audition. He eventually received another role in a production of Macbeth on the Boston Commoas.

In 2005, a fellow cast member
inspired Belenky to audition at
his alma mater, the University of
California, San Diego. After years
of concentrated study, Belenky
received his Master of Fine Arts
from the University. "If I didn't
get accepted to grad school, I
would have gone directly to New
York, but U.C. San Diego has a
really great program with the La
Jolla Playhouse. Between small
classes and this partnership, I
got to make a lot of great connections and things really took
off from there."
Belenky finally made it to
Broadway, scoring a titular role
as the understudy for Spike in
Christopher Durang's multiple
Tony Award-winning play, Vanya
and Sonia and Masha and Spike
Returning to his roots with the
Moscow artists, Durang's play is
heavily influenced by the work
of Anton Chekov, but boasts a
wildly contemporary sense of
humor and allowed Belenky the
experience to work with actors
like Sigourney Weaver, David
Hyde Pierce, Knstine Nielsen and
Julie White. "After developing a
relationship with Boston's Huntington Theater, I talked to Nick
Martin , who directed the show, so
everything kind of came around
full-circle," Belenky said.
The show centers on a group
of siblings living in rural Pennsylvania and one sister who returns with her new boyfriend. "I
played her boy-toy who is kind of
a clown and a very physical role.
At one point the whole 'Spike "
joke is taken to a new level when
the character is referenced as if he
were a dog."

"Straight plays are a little different from musicals. I have a
deep respect for the musical industry, but they're not really my
thing. Plays have the opportunity
to really make us think," Belenky
said. "While, like Chekov's work,
the play isn't too plot-centric,
there was so much room for me as
an actor to really work on stage.
It 's also smart and brilliantly funny, so it's a great show for pretty
much all audiences."
In addition, to his stage work,the
alumnus worked as Matt Damon's
body double in Stuck on You, and
has guest starred in shows that
broadcast on major networks like
ABC, NBC and CBS. Belenky's
credits include One Life to Live,
Person of Interest, Law an3 Order:
SVU and The Good Wife , as well as
an independent feature film, Away
from Here, where he stars opposite
Nick Stahl, Alicia Witt and Ray
Wise. "These mediums are all very

different," Belenky said. "When
you watch TV or film, you begin
to realizethat they incorporate very
different styles of acting—in film,
it's more free and allows you to live
in the momenL Television is very
plot-driven, and like plays, there's
definitelya pace behind it"
"It was a real pleasure to work
with film, specifically independent
film," Belenky continued "It was
an honor to work with some very
talented actors and really sit down
and pressure the material in each
scene. This is reflected in the work
and the movie is very subtle."
Belenky is grateful for the diverse work experience he has
won in the entertainment industry.
"While it might sound a little cliche^ it's true that_ actors have some
of the most'variable job security.
Period," Belenky said. "I have had
many opportunities to work with
some amazing people, and I count
myselflucky that acting found me."
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Ai Weiwei: NeverSorryexplores
censorship in China
By UNDSAY FRETER
NEWS STAFF

As part of the Center for the
Arts and Humanities theme of
censorship, Alison Klayman,
director of the documentary Ai
Weiwei: Never Sorry, visited
the College for a screening of
the film and a subsequent question and answer session to allow students further insight into
one of China 's most provocative artists.
The story of Ai Weiwei
showcases a prodigy whose
primary medium is danger;
both the film and the subject 's
artwork are intelligent , stimulating and inspiring. Weiwei
uses a contemporary style
and has dedicated his work to
public awareness and social
change in China—as well as in
the international community.
Weiwei*s work is conceptual ,
focusing more on the intended
message rather than the aesthetics of the piece. In turn, the
work seeks to break the boundaries between the knowledge of
the Chinese populace and what

their communist government
conceals. Weiwei's colleagues
explain that Weiwei shows how
the system is flawed in all its
various details.
Weiwei often goes to extreme
lengths to stand up against a
system he views as oppressive.
After an earthquake devastated
the Sichuan province in 2008,
the Chinese government refused to disclose the number
of victims who perished in the
disaster. Speculation as to why
this occurred includes the belief that the government was
trying to protect itself from
accusations of constructing
"tofu-dreg" (poorl y constructed) buildings—in particular,
schoolhouses—thus elevating
the death toll .
Weiwei, taking matters into
his own hands, went to the affected areas and researched the
numbers of young students who
were killed as a result of structural damage. His results unearthed 5,190 names, which he
then compiled into a list (also
including the victims ' ages);
he consequently posted the finished product through various

channels of social media.
In honor of the victims, Weiwie also created a work called
"Remembering," which was
part of his "So Sorry" exhibit at
Haus der Kunst in Munich. The
work was a made with 9,000
children 's backpacks displayed
on the outside wall of the
building. In Chinese characters , the backpacks spell out
"She lived happily for seven
years in this world. "
The statement is a quote from
a mother who lost her daughter
in the earthquake. Remembering serves as Weiwei's own biting commentary about the dehumanizing nature of Chinese
propaganda in relation to nonpolitical events.
The Chinese government 's
refusal to release names of
the victims makes them nothing but a number, according
to Weiwei , stripping them of
their individuality. The backpacks stand for the lives of
each individual, rather than
looking at them as only one
unit , or statistic.
Despite the nature of Weiwei's art, the artist has a lot of

Censorship, Uncovered
By JULIANNA
HAUBNER
CO-EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Following a long line
of themes that push the
envelope, the Colby
Center for the Arts and
Humanities has selected
a particularly befitting
topic: "Censorship, Uncovered." The force behind these events, both
curricular and extracurricular includes Assistant Professor of French
Valerie Dionne, Mirken
Curator of Education at
the Colby Museum of
Art Lauren Lessing and
Director of the Colb y Libraries Clement Guthro ,
assisted by a Student Advisory Board consisting
of student leaders with
majors in the humanities. Throughout the
year, the Center will cosponsor events around
a range of topics, from
noontime museum talks
to Runnals XXX, a production from the Theater
and Dance department ,
to a visit from Salman
Rushdie in April.
The idea came from
Guthro, who sent an
email to members of
the faculty and College
staff—including
Lessing—asking for input
and ideas about themes
that could be relevant
and incorporated into a
wide range of campus
areas. What
resulted
was the group 's original
proposal to the Center
for Arts and Humani-

ties, called "Censorship
and Propaganda." After
a few drafts and rounds
of discussion, the theme
was focused down to
'Censorship,
Uncovered ,' as they thought it
was "more relevant to
right now," Lessing said.
While to many, censorshi p may only appear in the form of the
"Banned Books" exhibits we see pop up
around our libraries every September, Guthro ,
Lessing and
Dionne
explained that it comes
in many forms that still
affect college students
regularly. These forms,
Guthro and Lessing explained , extend from
art , literature and music
to science , government ,
reli gion and technology.
Lessing explained that
her work as a curator
has exposed her to many
forms of censorshi p—
though she can 't recall the
College ever prohibiting a
specific work from being
shown in the Museum.
Guthro has had similar experience working
in the Colby library for
the past 10 years. Although he "has never
received any requests to
remove stuff from the
library, " he has seen a
wider , local community
attempt 'o censor works
that featured religious
themes or focuses on underrepresented groups.
He 's also seen books
being stolen to prevent
others
from
reading
them. Dionne said that

her interest in being
involved in the theme
stemmed from her academic interest in dissent
in Early Modern France.
She is teaching a course
called "Satire, Sedition ,
and Censorship in Earl y
Modern France" this semester that is working
closely with the issues
brought up by the Humanities theme.
Christina
Garbarino
'14 , a member of the
Student Advisory Board ,
said that she felt the
theme was particularly
relevant because "Censorship comes to play in
our everyday lives, even
walking around campus.
I've started wondering
how my peers censor
themselves when talking
to me, or how my classmates censor themselves
in class discussion. I feel
like we censor a lot of
the 'different ' at Colby,
wanting to blend in , so
I' m hoping the censorship theme will somehow free people to stop
censoring
themselves,
or if that 's too drastic , at
least help peop le understand why they do censor themselves. *"
Professor
Dionne
agreed , saying, "To me
censorship is interesting
because it reveals the
human
disconnection ,
the
frontier
between
cultures , between sexes ,
races, it underlines the
differences, and it also
reveals
the
moment
when change or progress
is needed. "

hope for the country. Weiwei
really believes in the country
and its possibilities; he acts because, as he explained, "if you
don 't push, nothing happens."
In the film , interviewee Evan
Osnos, the China correspondent for The New Yorker, said
that Weiwie is trying to show
"the sheer diversity of ideas
that exist in China if you look
closel y enough." This belief
is imbedded into his work
"Sunflower Seeds ," an art
piece created by one hundred
million sunflower seeds all
individuall y hand painted.
Patrons of the Tate Modem
Turbine Hall in London , where
the work is installed , are allowed to touch , pick up, and
even take the seeds. It is not
only a remark and play on the
"made in China" phenomenon,
but also the hands-on piece is
yet another one of Weiwei's
demonstration on the individuality of every citizen—as Osnos
identified , "each entity out there
is its own thing."
It is evident that Klayman has
created this film to depict one
man's use of art to reach out to

people and create change. She
accurately captures his calm demeanor, but through the focus on
his works, shows his intelli gence
and passion for change: "He
is driven, but not overzealous.
Ai [Weiwei] manages to keep
his composure time and again
through his personal, first hand
struggles with policemen."
Klayman shows us his tactics with police, like the artist
is playing "chicken ". Weiwei
pushes them constantly and fervently—testing their limits. He
lets them know he is aware of
their motives, perfectly displaying his courage, determination
and intelligence. Despite all he
has done, he remains a humble
man, having said "he does not
need to be worshipped"—despite the fact that his many fans
have amounted to a considerable
cult of personality.
Weiwei will continue to use
social media to share his beliefs
and conviction with the public.
The artist is willing to take risks,
and refuses to stop. As Klayman
said, "the world won 't change
enough to satisfy Ai Weiwei
and people like me."

THIS WEEK AT THE MOVIES:
FLAGSHIP CINEMAS
The Family (R)
1.10 p.m., 4 p.m.. 6 55 p.m., 9.20 p.m
Insidious Chapter 2 (PG-13)
1:25 p.m.. 4:15 p.m., 7: 10 p.m.. 9.30 p.m.
Riddick (R)
105 p.m., 3:55 p.m., 7 p.m.. 9:35 p.m.
Lee Daniels' The BuUcr (PG-13)
12:50 p.m.. 340 p.m., 6:40 p.m.. 9:25 p.m.
We're the Millers (R)
1 p.m.. 4:10 p.m., 7:20 p.m.. 9:45 p.m.
Prisoners (R)
12:45 p.m., 3:50 p.m., 7:15 p.m.. 9:05
One Direction: This is Us 3D (PG)
1:15 p.m . 4:05 p.m., 6:45 p.m.
Planes (PG)
1:35 p.m.. 4:20 p.m
The World's End (R)
7:25 p.m , 9:40 p.m.

RAILROAD SQUARE
Sept. 27 - Oct. 3
Salinger (PG-13)
220 p.m.. 4:45 p.m.. 7:10 pm , 930 pm (FH. & Sat.). 12 pm (Sal. & Sun )
Botso (Unrated)
2:30 pm ,6:50 pm
The Grandmaster (PG-13)
2 30p.m . 6 50 pin
2 45 p m . 4:55 p.m.. 7 p.m. (except Wed ). 910 p.m (hn). 12:35 p.m. (Sat )
4 35

Blue Jasmine (PG-13)
pm ,8:40 p.m.(l ;n & Sal.). 12:30 pm (Sat. 8c Sun )
Kilt! (Unrated)
1225 pm .9-.10 p.m.(Sat )
Botso (Unrated)
7p.m (Wed Oct, 2]
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We can't provide

everything

you need to study.
With centrally located services Including
the Writers' Center and Academic ITS
right here In Miller, we have many of
the things you need to study.You'll still
need to bring your own snacks and
earbuds, though.
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The Colby College Libraries
Bbdor • Miller • Olln • Special Collections

Colby
On Deck
THIS WEEK'S FEATUREDGAMES
MEN'S RUGBY
VS. BOWDOIN
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
WOMEN'S SOCCER
AT MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 28
FIELD HOCKEY
AT MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY,SEPTEMBER 28
MEN'S SOCCER
AT MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
FOOTBALL
AT MIDDLEBURY
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28

SC^;7 Hamilton j
^
56: Point turnaround from 2012 to 2013
by the Colby football team when facing
Williams. Last season , Williams took a
41-7 victory. This year, they left with a
31-8 defeat.
10: Career goals by senior women's soccer
captain Annie Papadellis. She finished sixth
in the NESCAC last year, and already has
two more score in 2013.
14: Number of combined goals scored last
season by the Colby men's soccer team against
their new two opponents: USM and UMF

Patriots start 3-0, rely on defense
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

For the first time since 2007.
the New Eng land Patriots have
started a season 3-0. From the
amount of criticism leveled at
Coach Bill Behehick and the
Patriots front office for the disasterous offseason and ug ly
offensive start to the season,
that previous statement would
seem surprising But this week
the siory was once again the defense The defense made a few
huge stands and forced the Tampa Bay Buccaneers to go 0-3 on
fourth downs , which essentiall y
amounts to three turnovers in addition to Aquib Talib' s interception of Josh Freeman at the end
of the first that led to a 53-yard
field goal by Stephen (iosiowski

It looked like the Pats
mig ht be in trouble at first .
as Freeman and the Bucs put
together back to back long
drives to open the game while
the Patriots failed to convert
a third down on their first
three possessions. Fortunately for the Flying Elvn , the
defense stepped up and the
Bucs showed New Eng land
why they are 0-3, only coming away w i t h 3 points when
they could easil y have had a
double-digit lead Once Brad y
and his young targets began
to get into rh y t h m , it was only
down hill for the \ isitors
I he story line of this game
is the improved play of rookie
wideouts Kenbrell Thompkins
and Aaron Dobson Thomp kins
caught only 3 balls and did

looked like they were on the
same page on his two big TD
catches , the first and second
of his young career. Dobson
didn 't break into the endzone ,
but he did tie with Julian Edelman for the most catches by
any Patriot with 7 and led the
team with 52 receiving yards.
Brad y comp leted passes to 6
different receivers this game ,
including 2 running backs and
a tig ht end. That stat line is the
type of game from the Patriots ' passing offense that New
Rnglanders haven 't seen in a
long time. Brady had only 202
yards of passing and 2 TDs
and threw a p ick. It wasn 't
the type of game that we have
been accustomed to for the last
few years , but it was the best
performance of the season for

will continue to improve with
the eventual returns of Danny
Amendola , Rob Gronkowski
and Shane Vereen; but this
will not ever be the juggernaut
we 've been used to seeing. The
running game was impressive
to say the least, gaining 156
yards against a Tampa Bay defense usually stout against the
run and if that can continue , it
will take a lot of pressure off
Brady and the receivers.
The most important part of
the new look New Eng land Patriots is their defense. Patriots
fans have been waiting for this
group to realize its potential for
quite a while and this season
may be the tune when it finall y
does so. The front seven limited
Doug Martin , one of the games '
young stars at running back .

and held Josh Freeman to just
226 yards passing. While there
is still room for improvement ,
and this unit could be vulnerable against elite quarterbacks ,
the coverage all day was pretty
solid , with many of the comp letions for Tampa Bay coming
on throws placed perfectly by
Freeman , who played a solid
game for his part. This year 's
New Eng land Patriots don 't
win pretty. They just win , or at
least that 's all they 've done so
far. The last two times the Patriots started 3-0, they made the
Super Bowl. I' m not predicting
a trip to New York in February
for this team just yet , but at the
end of the day, 3-0 is 3-0 and
the Patriots are one of the top
contenders in the AFC. That
should be enoug h to make any

M. soccer suffers loss
By ZACHARY ELLENTHAL
STAFF WRITER

Mark Perrault 's successful penalty kick in the 62nd minute gave
Trinity College a 2-1 advantage
over Colby College, a lead the Bantams would hold on to en route to
preserving their perfectrecord on
the season and left the Mules still
looking for their first New England
Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) win this season.
Colby men's soccer, now 1-3
overall and 0-3 in the NESCAC, fell
behind early on Saturday, when a
prettypassing play from Trinity led
to a goaljust 1:54 into the firsthalf.
Christian Carasquillo started the play
when he sprung Malcolm Joseph
down the wing. In primescoring ter-

ritory, Joseph sent a centering cross
into the bo x, which was headed past
Mule goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser
'15 by Bantam first-year Cody Savonen. The two teams would head
into halftone with the score remaining 1-0.
Just as the Bantams had scored
early in the first half; the Mules
scored an early goal of their own
in the second half. A bouncing ball
from in close found its way to Mule
midfielder Gray Louis '16, who con-,
verted on an unassisted strike, his
firstgoalof the season.
Just 13 minuteslater, Trinity was
awarded the penalty kick that would
give them the lead once againwhen
Funkhouser aggressively came out
of the net to challenge a Bantam
player on a breakaway.Funkhouser,
tryingto pressurethe opposing play
and cut off his angle, collided with

PHOTO COURTESY OF JULIANNA HAUBNER

Colby senior captain Chris Pratt controls the ball and looks upfield

him, taking him down in the penalty area in the process. Perrault
converted and the Bantams held off
the Mules for the remaining thirty
minutes, fending off 6 second-half
comer lacks from Colby.
Unfortunately for the Mules, a
penalty kick wound up deciding a
game that was otherwise even. Trinity registered 17 shots (11 on net)
while Colby finished with 16 shots
(nine on net). Senior quad-captain
Chris Pratt ' 14 led the way for the
Mules with threeshots. The Bantam
goalkeeper recorded eight saves to
Funkhouser's nine.
To date this season, the men 's soccer team has run into a stretch of bad
luck that figures to even out over the
balance of the schedule. Through
four games, the Mules have registered 62 shot attempts compared to
65 for their opponents and have
scored just as many goals (five) as
they have conceded
Coach Mark Serdjenian spoke
about the state of team followingthe
most recent loss, "We've lost three
one goal games to top five teams in
New England.The bad news is we're
sitting low in the NESCAC standings. The good news is we're playing hard, attractive soccer and have
a dedicated group of players with tremendous leadership who just won't
give up. We have lots of season still
ahead of us."
Colby men's soccer will play
three games this week, starting with
University of Maine - Farmington and the University of Southern
Maine before taking another crack
at their first NESCAC win of the
season against Middlebury College
on the road. A season ago, the Mules
trounced the former two by scores
of 7-0 and 7-1, respectively, and
dropped a heartbreakerto the Panther
in overtime 1-0.

I DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Zach Padula '16
SPORT:

Football
POSITION:
Defensive Back
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yard TD return

HOMETOWN:
Coventry, R.I.
WHY: In Colby's opener against Williams College, Padula was instrumental in securing the win. Just before
halftime, Padula picked off a Williams pass at his own
2-yard line before taking it all the wayfor a huge score.
The play made it a comfortable 190 for Colby at the
half as opposed to what could have been a tough 12-7
scoreline. For his outstanding performance , Padula
was named NESCAC Defensive Player of the Week.

W.Soccer beats UNE
By THOMAS ATTAL
SPORTS EDITOR

Having opened the 2013
season with a pair of defeats
at the hands of New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) opponents , the Colb y women 's
soccer team bounced back in
their second week. A 2-1 win
against the University c "New
Eng land ( U N E ) was followed
by a defeat at the hands of
Tufts University by the smallest of marg ins. 1-0.
The team 's first win of the
year came on the road and
thanks to two cruciall y timed
goals. Less than four minutes
before the whistle blew on the
first half , Amanda Findlay ' 15
opened up the scoring with a
strike from just outside the
box. Back from the break, the
Mules took little tune to extend their lead. Co-captains
Crysti Tsuijura ' 14 and A n n i e
Papadelhs '14 hooked up for
Papadellis ' second goal of the
year. The shot also marked the
tenth score of her collegiate
career. Emil y Brook '15 made
six saves on (he da> , and the
late penalty she conceded did

PHOTO COURTESY OF DUSTIN SATLOFF

Colby midfielder Amanda Findlay IS scored her first collegiate goal
nothing to change the outcome of the matchup.
A gainst Tufts thoug h , the
Mules could not pick up their
first conference points of the
year. Despite getting 13 shots
off. Colb y caved when Elisa
Dolan '15 found the back of
the net midway through the
first half. Unable to respond.
Colb y dropped to 0-3.
The Mules ' first attempt
at a bounce-back comes on
the road against the a l w a y s
toug h-to-face
Middlebury

College on Saturday, September 2« at Mam. When the
two teams faced off in 2012.
Colb y suffered a disappointing 3-0 defeat at home.
The f o l l o w i n g Tuesday.
October I. Colb y travels to
take on U n i v e r s i t y of MaineFarmington at 4 p.m. That
game should offer some relief
from a thus-far u n r e l e n t i n g
schedule. Last year , Colby
came away w i t h a great 5-0
win against their nei ghbors to
the west.

Football wins big in season opener
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Colby offensive weapons Luke Duncklee '15 (left) and Max Eberhart '16 (right) make their ways to the endzone en route to a decisive 31-8 victory for the Mules over Williams.
By HIB SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

It was a good weekend for
Colby football. For their season opener , the Mules hosted
the Ephs of Williams College.
A wave of Colby blue washed
over the visitors as they entered the stadium . The Mule
Mob was out in force to support the home team and they
were not disappointed. Colby
opened the scoring in the first
quarter when QB Justin Ciero
* 16 connected with junior wide
receiver Luke Duncklee for a
five yard score. Ciero was the
star of the drive, gaining 45

of the 49 yards totaled by the
Mules offense. The Mules widened their lead to 10-0 when
Lou Scheepers '15 notched a
career-long 41-yard field goal
with 13:27 left in the second
quarter. Williams ' sloppy play
hurt them as well: a botched
snap over the punter 's head
led to a safety for Colby and a
12-0 lead with 5:37 left before
the half.
Despite all this , Williams
wasn 't out of it. The Ephs
stopped the Mules at their own
35 yard line and marched down
the field starting with 3:22 to
play. Finally, Williams stood
on the Mules * 7-yard line
with less than 30 seconds to

halftime, threatening to score committed a penalty and sufand make it a tight game. Zach fered for it. A roughing the kickPadula '15 had other plans er penalty drawn by Scheepers
though; as the junior defen- led to a prolonged drive for the
sive back beautifully undercut .Mules that ended with a 26-yard
a slant route at the 2-yard line strike from Ciero to Duncklee
and made a great interception for their second TD connection
that he then took 98 yards for of the game. The Mules made it
the game changing score. For 31-0 late in the third quarter on
his interceptio n and six solo a 1-yard run by fullback Max
tackles , Padula was named the Eberhart '16 and followed that
New England Small College up with a goal-line stand early
Athletic Conference (NES- in the fourth to keep the shutout
CAC) Co-Defensive Player of going. Williams finally manthe Week. The score was 19-0 aged to breakthrough on a short
at the half and already the run late in the fourth; followed
game was threatening to get by a successful 2-point converout of hand.
sion to make it 31-8, but the
After the half, the Ephs forced game was already well in hand.
the Mules to punt , but again
Duncklee finished the day

with 8 catches for 72 yards and
2 TDs while Thomas Brewster ran for 53 yards and also
caught 2 balls for 19 yards.
Ciero was all over the field, and
finished with a very impressive
stat line. He ended the game
!7-of-3 1 for 151 yards and 2
TDs through the air while not
throwing an interception. The
Colby defense was stout, highlighted by the two huge goalline stands; the unit included a
pair of 8-tackle performances
and forced 4 interceptions.
Next week the Mules will
take their act on the road to
face Middlebury College in
Vermont, while Williams will
head down to Trinity College.

Cross-country teams excel
By PETE CRONKJTE

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The University of Southern
Maine's (USM) Invitational is
a large annual meet that brings
Maine colleges together with
larger universities and other
competitors from the New England Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) and around
the Northeast. On Saturday, the
men 's and women's cross country teams from Colby traveled
south again to compete. "We get
to see some good competition
[there]," said Jeff Hale '15 , one
of the experienced men's runners.
"We run it at the same time every
year, so it 's a good checkpoint."
Coming off strong showings at
the Bates-hosted Wave Races

two weeks ago, the Mules were
ready to show off their speed to
their NESCAC rivals whom they
had not yet faced.
Krista Brown '16 and captain
Kate Connolly '14 led the pack
for the women's side, both finishing in the top 10 overall. Two
other Colby runners ran Personal
Records at USM - Alana McDonough '16 in 23rd and Emil y
Arsenautt '14 in 46th. In the 19team field of the 5K race, Colby
took a very impressive fourth;
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) narrowly nabbed
first over Tufts and Bates.
The Mules found success on
the men 's side as well, stealing
seventh in the 17-team competition. "We executed pretty much
exactly what we wanted to do,"
remarked Charlie CofTman '15.
"Most people stuck to the plan ,

and we had a pretty good day."
Matched up against NESCAC
teams that they will be facing
for the rest of the year, the Colby
runners wanted to invoh/e their
younger runners as well; The
8K distance of the USM race
was important exposure 'for the
younger runners, according to
Hale. "Everybody who wasn't
injured raced," he said. The
younger runners took advantage
of the chance to prove themselves with a number of notable
performances. Andy Estrada '16
set a personal record by a minute and a half in placing 62nd in
the race, Griffin Gagnon ' 17 and
Silas Eastman '17 took second
and fourth among Colby runners,
with CofTman between them, and
David Chelimo placed 23rd overall, first among the Mules. "He's
a very competitive kid," Hale

said of the first-year. "He clearly
wants to win, and we're looking
forward to seeing what he can do
in the next few weeks."
After their success at USM,
the cross country teams will
head down to Williams for the
Purple Valley classic. "It's a
very competitive field ," according to Coffman, one m which it
will be important to place well
against NESCAC rivals who will
be sending out their best. "It 'll be
our first real competition," Hale
said, "We'll be racing it all out."
The season is still very young, but
the Mules will need to continue
the form they have been showing
from both upper- and underclassmen. The quickl y-arriving October holds both the yearly Colby
Invitational and the Maine State
Championships, which will be
held at Colby as well.

MEN'S TEAM
RESULTS
1. MIT
2. Bates
3. Bowdoin

7. Colby
WOMEN'S TEAM
RESULTS
1. MIT
2. Tufts
3. Bates
i
i

4. Colby
19. Thomas

